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Accessing Digital Trace Data

I Screen scraping

I Querying data from application programming interfaces (APIs)

I Archives or data sharing platforms (e.g. Google Trends).

I Data sharing agreements with data owners.



Screen Scraping

I The process of extracting data from web pages in an
automated way

I Lots of data are available on the web – but not all of it is
appropriate to use for research.



Considerations when Screen Scraping

I Read the website’s Terms of Service: are you allowed to do
this?

I Larger websites like Facebook, Instagram, NY Times do not
allow these practices – but some provide structured access to
data through APIs.

I Even if terms of service does not prohibit this – are the data
sensitive? Could the use of the data harm in some way? Is
their use ethical?



A Simple Example: Wikipedia Page

Figure:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_life_expectancy

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_life_expectancy


Wikipedia Page HTML
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Some Limits

I This was a simple example. Often web pages are complex
with many different elements.

I This yields messy data.
I Screen scraping can be frustrating or unfeasible. What then?

I For complex web pages, crowd worker platforms (e.g.
Mechanical Turk) could be an option.

I Some web data can be accessed via APIs.



What is an API?

I Application programming interfaces or APIs are a software
intermediary that allows two applications to talk to each other.

I Web APIs allow one computer (a client) to ask another
computer (a server) for some resource over the internet.

I APIs provide a structured way to access data that are stored
in databases that are continuously updated.



Application Programming Interface

I Modern APIs adhere to standards, that make data exchange
programmatically accessible, safe and structured

I Contrast with web scraping.
I Two important concepts when using APIs

I Credentialling
I Rate limiting



API Directory

Figure: https://www.programmableweb.com/apis/directory

https://www.programmableweb.com/apis/directory
https://www.programmableweb.com/apis/directory


httr in R

I The httr package in R is useful to work with APIs

I You can make a request (to a url) and get a response.

I Response contains a status, header and body.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/httr/vignettes/quickstart.html
httr


Social Media Ad Audience Estimates
I Digital census: How many users of ‘x’ characteristics (age,

gender, location, etc) are on a given platform?

Figure: Facebook ads manager: https://www.facebook.com/adsmanager

https://www.facebook.com/adsmanager


Social Media Ad Audience Estimates

Figure: Facebook ads manager: https://www.facebook.com/adsmanager

https://www.facebook.com/adsmanager


Social Media Ad Audience Estimates: Updated MAU

Figure: Facebook ads manager: https://www.facebook.com/adsmanager

https://www.facebook.com/adsmanager


Social Media Ad Audience Estimates

Figure: LinkedIn ads manager



AdWords



Underlying Data: Facebook Marketing API

I You need:
I Facebook account
I Marketing app with token and an ad account number (“act”):

these are the credentials to make calls to the API
I Steps for obtaining these credentials are at: https://

github.com/ridhi-kashyap/SICSS_Digital_Trace_2022/

blob/main/Steps_for_creating_FB_Access_Token.pdf

https://github.com/ridhi-kashyap/SICSS_Digital_Trace_2022/blob/main/Steps_for_creating_FB_Access_Token.pdf
https://github.com/ridhi-kashyap/SICSS_Digital_Trace_2022/blob/main/Steps_for_creating_FB_Access_Token.pdf
https://github.com/ridhi-kashyap/SICSS_Digital_Trace_2022/blob/main/Steps_for_creating_FB_Access_Token.pdf


Facebook Marketing API

I We can programmatically make a query to the API to retrieve
these ad audience estimates.

I For more information on how targeting specifications work –
see https://developers.facebook.com/docs/

marketing-api/buying-api/targeting/

I To search for available targeting options – see
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/

marketing-api/targeting-search

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/buying-api/targeting/
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/buying-api/targeting/
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/buying-api/targeting/
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/buying-api/targeting/
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/targeting-search
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/targeting-search
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/targeting-search
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/targeting-search


Facebook Marketing API

I version refers to the version of the API (v 13.0 is current)

I act is the ad account number

I token is the access token

I Important to remember rate limiting when working with APIs
and making multiple calls (Sys.sleep)

version
act
token


Facebook Marketing API: Basic Targeting Spec

I Targeting specifications need to be specified in a JSON array
– but we are treating it as a string here

I This is a call for one country’s audience estimates.

I Other arguments for the query: we want the reach estimate,
which is obtained via an HTTP get request



Facebook Marketing API: Requesting an Estimate

I We use GET from the httr package to obtain the estimates.

I These are returned as a JSON object.

I We extract them using the command from fromJSON from
JSONlite

httr
fromJSON
JSONlite


Facebook Marketing API: Output JSON

I If we put the query into a browser this is what we get

I This is a JSON object.



Facebook Marketing API: Output JSON



Facebook Marketing API: Including Age as a Targeting
Param

I We can add age through the age (min, max) arguments.

I For making multiple calls, e.g. multiple age groups and
countries, it is helpful to write a function and loop.

I See example at: https://github.com/ridhi-kashyap/

SICSS_Digital_Trace_2022

https://github.com/ridhi-kashyap/SICSS_Digital_Trace_2022
https://github.com/ridhi-kashyap/SICSS_Digital_Trace_2022


Facebook Marketing Search API: Requesting Available
Countries

I We can use the Facebook Marketing Search API to get obtain
tables of targeting specifications (e.g. demographics,
behaviours).

I The URL for this is
https://graph.facebook.com/v13.0/search

https://graph.facebook.com/v13.0/search


Applications

I Predicting gender gap indicators:
I Internet and mobile access gender gaps and digital skills

gender gaps (using Facebook, Google AdWords)
I Professional gender gaps (using LinkedIn)

I Monitoring population displacement in Ukraine during the war



Nowcasting Digital Gender Gaps

Figure: Gender gaps in Internet access predicted using Facebook gender gap index
available at www.digitalgendergaps.org.

1Fatehkia, Masoomali, Ridhi Kashyap, and Ingmar Weber. “Using Facebook ad data to track the global digital
gender gap.” World Development 107 (2018): 189-209.

2Kashyap, Ridhi, Masoomali Fatehkia, Reham Al Tamime, and Ingmar Weber. ”Monitoring global digital gender
inequality using the online populations of Facebook and Google.” Demographic Research 43 (2020): 779-816.

www.digitalgendergaps.org


Backend Setup



LinkedIn Gender Gap Index

Figure: LinkedIn gender gap index (GGI) (female-to-male ratio of LinkedIn users),
across the world

1Kashyap, Ridhi and Florianne Verkroost “Analysing global professional gender gaps using LinkedIn advertising
data.” EPJ Data Science 10(1): 39



Professional Gender Gaps

Figure: LinkedIn Gender Gap Index (GGI) and its correlations with different
International Labour Organization (ILO) Gender Gaps

1Kashyap, Ridhi and Florianne Verkroost “Analysing global professional gender gaps using LinkedIn advertising
data.” EPJ Data Science 10(1): 39



Further applications

I Tracking changes during crises, e.g. Afghanistan



Ukraine



Objectives

I Can we use FB marketing API data to monitor population
displacement within Ukraine during the war?

I Produce daily sub-national population estimates inside
Ukraine disaggregated by age and sex.

I Help fill critical data gaps to inform humanitarian response
efforts.



Socarxiv Preprint

Figure: https://doi.org/10.31235/osf.io/6j9wq

https://doi.org/10.31235/osf.io/6j9wq


Ukraine



Ukraine
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From FB estimates to Population Counts
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Population Displacement Estimates

I As of May 27th: 7.2M fewer people estimated across all
Oblasts where populations declined compared to baseline



Population Displacement Estimates



Summary: Social Media APIs

I Social media APIs serve as digital censuses that provide
aggregated data on user populations.

I These data can provide valuable resolution for rapidly-evolving
situations, or for monitoring social indicators.

I Yet, a significant shortcoming: no historic data available.

I Targeting categories change over time; their data generating
process is opaque

I Algorithmic changes, version changes
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